With exponentially decreasing prices of PV the adoption of volatile and non-dispatchable sources into the grid has increased. Reliance on high speed communication and complex computations to handle these fast phenomena introduces points of failure and dramatically decreases the controllability and resiliency of the system. Real-time pricing mechanisms ensure that demand and source flexibility can be leveraged to hedge this volatility by balancing demand with available generation. Most pricing mechanisms are quasi real-time and rely on knowledge of system topology, feeder configuration and power flow patterns. This paper proposes a decentralized real-time pricing scheme that is dependent on system frequency. The global visibility of frequency as a pricing signal ensures that the dynamic price can be seen at every agent in the system. This gives every connected agent the ability to balance local needs while stabilizing the global system. By integrating the transactive and physical aspects of the grid, the system can be operated in a more optimal fashion. The approach demonstrates the ability to scale to islanded microgrids as well as larger market structures. By eliminating the need for low-latency communications and detailed network models, the system is also seen to be more resilient and flexible. The proposed approach shows the ability to dynamically balance generation and loads in real-time, while also achieving required market functions showing a truly integrated transactive and physical grid.
I. INTRODUCTION
The power infrastructure has undergone significant changes with time. Over the years, the grid has transitioned from a 'small, local generator' paradigm, seen in the Pearl street era, to one that is characterized by large concentrated points of generation from where power is delivered to locations through elaborate, long transmission networks. This has largely been because of lower Levelized Costs of Electricity (LCOEs) and the ability to leverage load diversity. However, the control paradigm hasn't changed significantly with most of the control still being centralized to implement a 'top-down' approach. Today's grid is characterized by significant overbuild of both generation and transmission to incorporate redundancy and reliability. Every node in the system is monitored through high precision Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) and Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) meters
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Salvatore Favuzza. and the data is hauled back using low-latency communication. This data set is fed into complex algorithms that perform Optimal Power Flow (OPF) and Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED) calculations to determine dispatch, decide topology changes or exercise control through LTCs, VAR compensators or feeder tie switches at a granular level. The process of retrieving states, running complex centralized algorithms and communicating back optimal control signals is limited by the associated bottlenecks in the computation and communication processes. Today's solutions have been demanding higher bandwidth communication systems and faster system algorithms.
A key development of consequence is the exponential decline in costs of PV, wind and energy storage systems. This cost decline has ensured that the LCOEs of these technologies are lower, even at much smaller capacities as compared to the 'centralized bulk generation' approach [1] , [2] . As a consequence, a rapid uptake in the adoption of these Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) on a household level as well as VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ at utility scale is being seen. A transition to the prosumer paradigm has been observed due to the resultant energy independence and arbitrage opportunities [3] , [4] . While these changes imply opportunities for grid independence, it poses significant challenges. High-impact lowfrequency (HILF) events such as hurricanes, earthquakes, tsunamis and cyber-attacks, can damage key elements of the infrastructure, leaving large groups of utility customers without power for extended periods of time [5] . DERs can, in principle, restore and supply broken fragments of the grid in case of a HILF event. However, the system architecture and control strategy do not support the possibility of operating portions of the grid without the presence of the main grid [6] . This is owing to the extreme dependence on centralized communication and control mechanisms prevalent in the grid today. As a result, the resiliency of the existing paradigm under failure modes is extremely low [7] with long recovery times post contingency. Power restoration in Puerto Rico took eleven months following the mass destruction caused by Hurricane Maria in 2017. With widespread, catastrophic damage and impassable roads, repairs and logistics pose a big challenge [8] . Thus, an increased emphasis should be laid on improving the resiliency of systems against these events, in addition to hardening them against failure modes.
It is also important to understand the economic nature of transactions of power in the network which often drive the operational paradigm. Fig. 1 shows the existing electricity market structure for various operating regions in the US. There are numerous time scales and planning horizons implemented. Each of these rely on tight coordination between all involved entities. Using a long-term forecast, some power purchase agreements and forward contracts may be set up [9] , [10] . Long term forward contacts help in reducing potential risk [11] , [12] and maintain reserves [13] .
Investment decisions involving future source mixes including renewables [14] , and long-term infrastructure placement [15] are typically carried out several months or years ahead. On a daily basis, a dispatch procedure is settled based on a load forecast using a SCED or OPF algorithm [16] - [18] . These procedures may be repeated on an hourly basis, based on expected hourly deviations from day-ahead predictions. However, in real-time significant deviation may occur from the forecast. Some utilities expose users to real-time prices to reflect these variations. Secondary ancillary market structures are set up to restore frequency or provide spinning reserves.
However, none of these variations are globally visible making the implementation very centralized and generation oriented. Dispatch has traditionally worked well with the 'top-down architecture' where the generators were designed to follow load patterns. As generation centers move towards to the grid-edge, it becomes extremely challenging to derive optimal dispatch procedures. Operational challenges in the form of extreme ramp-rate requirements are already being observed in areas with a dominance of PV. One such example is the 'Duck curve' seen in CAISO territory [19] , [20] . Moreover, by solely optimizing to minimize the cost of supplied energy in the steady state, huge operational challenges may occur on an instantaneous basis that cannot be handled by today's communication infrastructure or market structures efficiently and swiftly.
The utility and ISO structure has been largely vertically organized where the loads are exposed to single prices or a certain time-of-use structure. This offsets the burden of balancing the supply and demand to the utility or ISO. With increased PV and wind penetration, managing varying supply-demand ratios becomes extremely important. Fig. 2 shows the time varying nature of PV outputs and typical load curves. With only two points where the supply-demand balance is optimal, it becomes necessary to find some way to utilize consumer flexibility to achieve a more optimal supplydemand ratio on a continuous basis.
DERs like PV introduce volatility on to the grid. One approach towards addressing this volatility has been adding large amounts of storage into the system [21] . However, this merely acts as a disturbance stabilizing agent rather than altering the consumption patterns. In contrast to the traditional dispatch procedures where the capacity limits are known, the available capacity fluctuates significantly in PV rich areas -sometimes in the single cycle time frame. The central computation-based approach where every grid state is retrieved before recalculating dispatch or controls fails to cope against fast phenomenon seen in today's systems. The reliance on low-latency communication also introduces numerous points of failure and resiliency concerns. Yet it is inevitable that future grid structures will largely be dominated by volatile PV-based sources. A control paradigm where elasticity is leveraged from both, the generators and loads, is required.
In the traditional vertically integrated model, all the generating assets are owned by the system operator, ensuring that disturbances can be addressed through centralized co-ordination and control. With sources being privately owned [22] , it becomes necessary to provide adequate pricing signals to the consumers, to reflect the state of the grid and stabilize it. Every prosumer needs to also balance system objectives with personal needs and objectives to maximize personal revenue. This makes fast co-ordination and control extremely challenging even with fast communications.
Demand flexibility is key to managing varying supplydemand ratios in PV rich systems. Dynamic real-time pricing is one such way of leveraging demand flexibility through incentivization. By reflecting resource constraints, costs of produced electricity and existing loading levels through price, better asset utilization can be achieved. This allows the market's economic equilibrium, for the desired levels of service, to settle to an operating point that stabilizes the system and squeezes out additional operational efficiency while operating close to the most economical cost point.
Thus, for future grids, certain requirements emerge out of this discussion. With faster phenomenon being observed on the grid, there is a need for a more decentralized control architecture that doesn't rely on central co-ordination and communication. It is key to design efficient market structures that incentivize usage, and match resource availability better while operating at the most economical operating point. Moreover, a global control signal that relies on the physics of the network is essential to ensure independence from centrally coordinated control. Numerous approaches have been proposed in literature towards achieving a decentralized dispatch architecture [23] - [26] . Most of these approaches rely on apriori knowledge of plant capacities or other source parameters. Other approaches rely on communicating parameters between neighboring sources and coordinating dispatch patterns [27] . This is challenging in PV dominant grids where the available capacity may rapidly fluctuate. Some of the approaches in literature also rely on knowledge of incremental costs, grid impedances and topologies to achieve distributed economic dispatch. This is challenging with changing network topologies, volatile sources and varying production costs.
To achieve resiliency improvements, the grid control principles need to be scalable and agnostic to system size and topology while stabilizing the system in a decentralized fashion. Thus, a truly fractal approach is required towards designing control architectures for future grids where the system could break into smaller sub grids or coalesce into larger grids but still operate using the same control principles [28] . By utilizing a global signal to indicate the price of energy it would be possible to achieve better source-demand ratios and achieve economic operation through market equilibriums. Thus, decentralized real-time pricing to reflect resource availability, constrained modes of operation and to ensure adequate co-ordination is necessary.
A. CONTRIBUTION AND ORGANIZATION
Frequency is a free variable that has been traditionally used to indicates the loading level of the system. This parameter could be used as a universal system-wide parameter that could allow all loads and sources to transact and achieve a negotiated price in real-time. This paper proposes a frequency-based pricing scheme to achieve decentralized market operation and dynamic balancing. Owing to the global availability of frequency, no communication is required between nodes to derive prices. Moreover, by offsetting the power dispatch problem to individual edge nodes, the system settles to the most optimal price point owing to free-market equilibrium principles. An application of this approach towards achieving energy access in community microgrids has been illustrated in a previous publication [29] . Section II discusses existing real-time pricing approaches and scalability issues associated with the same. Section III details the conventional use of droop and frequency and the proposed pricing structure. The system architecture is discussed in Section IV. Sections V and VI show how the proposed paradigm can be translated into control principles for sources. The modelling approaches and the test system are detailed in Section VII. Section VIII details the application of the proposed architecture as a way to achieve supply-demand balances as well as an autonomous frequency regulation in urban grids in a decentralized way.
II. EXISTING SPOT MARKET PRICING MECHANISMS
Dynamic pricing as an instrument to leverage demand flexibility has been extensively investigated. Demand response programs can largely be classified into two main categories -Incentive-based programs and Price-based programs [30] . Incentive-based programs typically either involve a bill credit or rebate structure for load reduction during high stress intervals [31] . Price-based programs involve exposing the consumer to dynamic price fluctuations [32] . Long term demand response programs aim at designing structures, to shift power consumptions over long periods of time, allowing significant changes in investments into resource mixes and portfolios [33] . Demand response programs aid in assessing long-term planning needs for generation, transmission and distribution levels [34] - [36] . Numerous schemes and implementations for these solutions can be realized.
Critical peak pricing (CPP) is one such implementation [37] . By quantifying heavily loaded intervals with high costs of generation, a two-stage pricing structure can be implemented. This pricing structure is very similar to a timeof-use (TOU) structure where multiple prices are established depending on the expected load profiles and dispatch procedures [38] , [39] . The key difference with CPP is that it is typically implemented for a limited number of times annually. The main takeaway is that both these methods involve a planning decision to pre-declare these prices for a significant amount of time. These prices are set in a way to ensure that generation and transmission costs are covered. Moreover, a one-way communication link suffices for both TOU and CPP.
Another implementation of a price-based demand response algorithm would be a peak-time rebate mechanism [40] , [41] . This structure relies on offering incentives to users to drop their collective consumption. This is exactly opposite to the CPP structure. The rebate is awarded by calculating the reduction in consumption as compared to the baseline load curve. However, this involves analyzing and creating a base line load curve which can be challenging [42] . Another key point of consideration is that the user pays the same rate for higher consumption while only a reduction is awarded. This structure is created to offer price protection to consumers while educating a consumer to provide support to the grid. More direct implementations to manage load during peak periods involve revolving blackouts or direct load control. These methods are either invasive or result in customer dissatisfaction.
Some of the more favorable structures proposed above involve some form of load estimation procedures. The implication of this is that the system administrator needs carefully design these price points to hedge the actual generation price volatility. It is also apparent that by updating prices more frequently, a lower hedging premium needs to be maintained as the market dynamics can be reflected more effectively in terms of prices. This is where centralized real-time pricing (RTP) algorithms show merit. Real-time pricing can, in principle, provide a highly efficient market mechanism that leverages maximum elasticity out of the system. RTP mechanisms encounter significant challenges when it comes to implementation. In order to calculate the realtime rate while accounting for generation costs and existing loads, system flows need to be analyzed. Thus, calculating a rate becomes a process of retrieving states, performing computations and communicating the rate back to all consumers. Fig. 3 illustrates an overview of the process. Owing to this process, most real-time pricing algorithms update the prices on a 15-minute basis while some ISOs have been seen to update them every 5 minutes [44] , [45] . Locational Marginal Prices (LMPs) and Distribution Locational Marginal Prices (DLMPs) are used to convey real-time prices in most implementations. However, these mechanisms require accurate knowledge of system topology and feeder configuration. Additionally, these are largely based on incremental costs of generation observed while ignoring transient phenomenon like ramp-rate violations. Lack of accurate information about distribution network topologies, impedances and status of control devices makes deriving DLMPs challenging. With PV becoming increasingly prevalent, fast and dynamic phenomenon need to be captured effectively and encoded into these pricing dynamics. This will allow collective stabilization using supply and demand elasticity. From a resilience perspective, the LMP and DLMP mechanisms fail in the event of damage to the communication infrastructure or when volatile phenomenon that are faster than DLMP tracking cycles occur. It is essential to note that when such events occur, running a scalable and topology-independent market structure can ensure that smaller microgrids can continue to operate and supply critical loads.
The discussion shows that RTP is an efficient way of running electricity markets to leverage supply and demand side elasticity [46] . However, there is a need for a decentralized and autonomous implementation for RTP. Moreover, there is a need to couple the device operational layer and the market layer in a more integrated fashion. Frequency is a global parameter that can be used to capture fast dynamics and provides a good indication of the supply-demand imbalance in steady state. The subsequent section details how frequency can be leveraged effectively, and the changes required to existing mechanisms to enable this.
III. FREQUENCY AND REAL-TIME PRICING A. FREQUENCY AND DROOP
Frequency is a key parameter that has been used to indicate imbalances between supply and demand levels. The nominal frequency is maintained at 60 Hz in the United States and 50 Hz in other parts of the world; a standard that was selected to ensure that direct grid connected electric machines and clocks can continue to operate safely and predictably.
The frequency does however deviate in real-time. When the loading level rises, the frequency drops to a certain value and vice versa. The steady state settling frequency is a function of the droop curve for all the participating sources. Traditionally, droop was used as an indicator for the loading level across the system. By setting up a common droop curve for the entire system, the collective loading level of the system could be inferred. However, with the advent of modern control logic and fast communication infrastructure, the automatic generation control (AGC) and Area Control Error (ACE) schemes were implemented [47] . This was done to ensure that at any predefined dispatch point the frequency would be set back to 60 Hz irrespective of the loading level of the generators. This is done by introducing a bias to shift the droop curve [48] . Fig. 4 shows an example of the biasing mechanism. The ACE parameter ensures that the other sources do not budge significantly from their predefined dispatch point and export excess power to different control areas. Thus, the grid frequency no longer indicates the net loading level, but a deviation from a predetermined operating point. The droop characteristic however, is still implemented. This is done to ensure that the load sharing between sources can be managed if a transient occurs.
However, one important development to note is that most modern devices do not require the frequency to be maintained strictly at 60 Hz. Since most frequency sensitive equipment is now interfaced to the grid through power electronics, the grid frequency could vary significantly. By letting the frequency vary, valuable information about the system's loading level can be derived. Moreover, transient phenomenon like ramprates are made visible through frequency dynamics. Thus, by removing the AGC bias and reintroducing an open-loop droop implementation, the frequency can become a global parameter indicating the health of the system. The proposed approach in the subsequent subsection introduces a frequency dependent price that ensures that even with varying frequencies sources droop to the desired dispatch point that corresponds with their price preferences locally.
B. FREQUENCY DEPENDENT REAL-TIME PRICING
Although frequency has not been used traditionally as a system level pricing mechanism, some sparse adaptations have been found. Availability-based Tariff (ABT) is a scheme where a frequency dependent price is added to unscheduled interchange between different operating areas [49] . The unit commitment pattern for the sources is adjusted accordingly. Gupta et al. have been proposed to achieve load frequency control using demand response by assigning prices to frequency deviations [50] . Other approaches in literature have also been proposed to create an integrated mechanism for real-time markets and frequency regulation [51] , [52] . Another adaptation of a frequency dependent pricing scheme is seen in [53] . This scheme uses a closed loop PI controller to generate prices that can stabilize the system based on frequency deviations. All these approaches either try to emulate some sort of frequency regulation scheme or leverage demand response while using the signals to perform a certain function. None of these schemes present a holistic and integrated market structure which performs like a regular wholesale market while embedding demand response, frequency regulation and economic dispatch. Moreover, even with these solutions, the other aspects of the grid architecture still remain centralized and coordinated rather than decentralized and distributed. Yet the global availability of this signal ensures that frequency based RTPs will show merit.
The approach proposed in this paper centers around linking price with the real-time frequency. By creating a global mapping of frequency to price across the system, the realtime price for energy can be derived locally at every node. Fig. 5 shows one possible mapping curve that could be used. The mapping is designed to leverage the exponential demand elasticity observed in literature as much as possible. The mapping is designed using the relations (1) and (2). The polynomials closely approximate the exponential nature.
The global presence of frequency ensures that the prices do not have to be sent through any communication channels. Moreover, by using price as reference, dispatch procedures may use local droops to enter a negotiation process that tries to settle to a common frequency which also reflects the transactive equilibrium. Thus, frequency is not intrinsic to the system. It is merely a pricing mechanism that allows sources to settle to a dispatch pattern without central coordination.
The frequency provides a feedback signal indicating resource availability and ensures that the market settles to an equilibrium. This approach has been demonstrated for resource constrained community microgrids in [29] . A mapping could be set to reflect the entire range of operation to dispatch sources in the correct order, or as an increment over existing day-ahead dispatch set points.
One significant advantage of this approach is that the architecture does not require any information about the topology of the system, any knowledge of the system states or reliance on AMI or PMU data. The intelligence of the system is decentralized and distributed globally. Thus, an ecosystem of smart nodes is created where every node has visibility into price dynamics instantaneously. These nodes are defined as 'Universal Market Nodes (UMNs)'. These UMNs can be implemented on a low cost Internet of Things (IoT) platform such as the GAMMA platform [54] . The platform provides ultra-low-cost sensing and computation hardware that helps in realizing this architecture. These nodes can be configured to exhibit the desired price elasticity for each user and achieve the optimal balance between local and global objectives. The global price-frequency mapping can be translated into droops for participating sources.
Moreover, by making price dynamics available to all parties through the frequency and rate of change of frequency, the need for independent spot markets and ancillary market structures can be eliminated. Fast acting sources like batteries or flywheels may participate to provide quick responses without the need for a separate market structure for frequency support. Thus, a tighter coupling between the transactional and physical aspects of the grid can be achieved. This mapping becomes entirely scalable irrespective of the grid size. Thus, in the event of a HILF event, smaller broken grid sections can utilize the same control principle while utilizing energy at higher prices depending on the available resource mix, nature of the broken fractals and resource availability. This helps maintain a certain level of service rather than relying on central co-ordination to issue dispatch commands. Thus, by using price as a tool to leverage supply-demand flexibility a truly fractal, decentralized, and autonomous architecture can be realized.
In contrast to the approaches presented in literature, the proposed approach creates a marketplace that centers on one global rule while letting the market dynamics dictate functionality and control. By associating a real-time price with frequency phenomenon like frequency regulation, unit commitment and demand response are achieved naturally. All these schemes are achieved in a fully decentralized fashion without relying on fast communications and computations.
One of the key issues with decentralized pricing schemes is market efficiency. Although, real-time prices may optimize load behavior, it is still important to ensure that the market prices are competitive. This involves ensuring that economic dispatch procedures are maintained. However, this needs to be done in a decentralized and autonomous manner. The price-frequency mapping enables this. The multi-agent framework and associated control actions that can be taken by each type of agent in response to the global mapping are illustrated in the subsequent section. Fig. 6 shows how one common global rule linking real-time price to frequency can enable different agents with varying local objectives, to optimize their behavior. A simulation framework is designed to let every agent locally interact with the real-time price dynamics and maximize value while supporting the grid ecosystem. In response to the same signal, sources may choose to droop to an economically sustainable point, DER integration can be more seamless and visible to the whole system, and consumers with different price preferences may synchronously react to real-time price. Fast acting sources like natural gas generators and battery storage systems may provide fast services in response to rapid price fluctuations that will be a result of frequency swings. Thus, the approach tries to leverage a common economic principle while letting every agent incorporate that into their unique This creates an ecosystem that strongly ties the physics of the network to the economics without relying on synchronous communication or central computation. Moreover, the market efficiency achieved by using a multi-agent, decentralized architecture is high while ensuring maximum satisfaction for all involved entities. The subsequent section elaborates how localized droops can be derived in a decentralized manner for all sources based on their local preferences.
IV. TRUE MULTI-AGENT FRAMEWORK

V. SCHEME I: SOURCE CONTROL USING THE PRICE-FREQUENCY RULE TO ACHIEVE DECENTRALIZED ECONOMIC DISPATCH IN ISLANDED GRIDS
Conventional economic dispatch is performed at the system level either by an Independent System Operator (ISO) or other system operator. This process involves a bidding procedure. Every participating source in the market structure submits a list of bids indicating the price of each block of energy supplied. Fig. 7 shows sample bids for two sources. The ISO then estimates the expected load profile for the next 24 hours based on historical data.
At each point on this estimated load profile the cheapest combination of resources is then finalized in the form of an economic dispatch procedure. This generates a dispatch schedule for all the participating sources. This procedure is only adequate when the expected load profile is actually realized, which seldom happens. The consequence of this is that the economic dispatch procedure is updated on a periodic basis in real-time based on the current loading levels. For instance, in case the two sources shown here are the only participants, the economic dispatch schedule for increasing load is shown in Fig. 8 . As illustrated, there are loading levels where Source 1 takes up the load, intervals where both the sources share and intervals where the larger source takes the peak load. A different way to realize this is proposed in this section based on the price-frequency mapping shown in Fig. 5 . The dispatch procedure can be thought of as a way of calculating real-time price and dispatching the corresponding amount of power in the cheapest combination possible. In the proposed paradigm, the price-frequency mapping translates real-time frequency to price. The supply bids are a mapping between market price and supplied power. It is intuitive that using these two mappings, a curve relating frequency to power can be synthesized locally for each source. This curve would represent a non-linear droop curve. Nonlinear droop curves for the two sources shown in Fig. 7 are presented in Fig. 9 .
The droops ensure that at every given frequency, the dispatch is always economical and that the power is shared in correct proportion within all sources. A similar procedure involving designing nonlinear droops is presented in [55] . However, this approach relies on every source having access to incremental costs for all involved units making it a centralized implementation. A test system is utilized to showcase the proposed economic dispatch procedure. Fig. 10 shows the test system. The two sources involved, have the same cost curves as those shown in Fig. 7 . The test system is run with the nonlinear droops instead. It is important to note that the droops are derived locally based on personal cost preferences and the global price-frequency mapping that is common to all participants. A detailed model for the governor is presented in Fig. 11 . This shows that the nonlinear droop can be implemented with just a slight modification to the existing droop controller on existing governor systems.
A varying ramp of loads is applied to the test system. The droops create a power sharing pattern as seen in Fig. 12 . This shows that the procedure is exactly equivalent to an economic dispatch procedure in real-time without elaborate co-ordination or communication mechanisms. Thus, this helps establish that the proposed price-frequency mapping can achieve the same performance as existing market procedures with no communication and co-ordination between the participants and the regulating body.
It is however of interest to note that in large existing grids where such procedures are implemented, the requirements on frequency might be more stringent with a focus on operating closer to 60 Hz. The subsequent section details how the proposed nonlinear droops in this section can accommodate existing dispatch procedures while realizing an autonomous and decentralized frequency regulation market in real-time. The market structure allows other resources such as storagebased participants to play in the frequency regulation scheme without any communication.
VI. SCHEME II: SOURCE CONTROL IN PROPOSED PARADIGM WHILE AUGMENTING EXISTING MARKET PROCESSES
In markets where a stricter control over range of frequencies is desired, control principles like Automatic Generation Control (AGC) and Area Control Error (ACE) are implemented. These signals ensure that every source adds a biasing term that sets the power output corresponding to the dispatch schedule at 60 Hz on the droop curve.
In most cases a constant droop curve is implemented for all the sources that ensures that any disturbance is shared equally in proportion to each unit's capacity. While preserving the dispatch procedure decided by the ISO, it is possible to implement a modified price-frequency curve for frequency deviations. Fig. 13 shows one such curve. The implementation essentially augments the constant or TOU price set by the regulating authority. Thus, a frequency deviation indicates a deviation from the expected TOU or constant price in real-time.
This implies that all sources only make the expected revenue when the frequency is 60 Hz. However, when a deviation occurs it is essential to re-dispatch the correct source in the correct order. The result is that at every dispatch point, a nonlinear droop curve can be realized which indicates the excess power that each source should supply when the frequency deviates.
A load profile at 15-minute intervals is shown in Fig. 14 . While utilizing the cost curves of the two sources shown in Fig. 7 , the economic dispatch schedule can be computed for this load profile. The economic dispatch schedules for the two sources are shown in Fig. 15 . This has two implications. The first one states that the two sources must follow the dispatch procedure if the real-time load is equal to that expected. The second implication is that the frequency should stay at 60 Hz if the economic dispatch schedule is realized. However, it is of interest to note that the units are individually operating at cost points governed by their cost curves. In this case at 6.24 MW source 1 is being compensated $100/MWh. The regulating authority usually designs a flat rate or TOU scheme that generates equivalent total revenue and closes the market on a 24-hour basis. Thus, as the frequency deviates and a change in price is seen, each of the units will actually have varying preferences about the amount of power that they want to supply based on their current cost point of operation.
As an illustration, consider when source 1 is operating at 6.24 MW. As stated earlier the actual revenue source 1 is making is $100. The incremental price needed to ensure that operation is economical for source 1 is shown in Fig. 16 . Considering the modified price-frequency curve shown in Fig. 13 , this would mean that these operation points would be realized at certain frequencies resulting in a droop curve at this dispatch point shown in Fig. 17 . Thus, over the dispatch schedule shown in Fig. 15 a droop curve can be generated for each 15-minute interval or the rate at which economic dispatch signals are dispatched. It is important to note, that these curves are set locally while utilizing the dispatch schedule provided and the global pricefrequency curve shown in Fig. 13 . This is achieved without any coordination or communication between sources or with the ISO or regulating entity. The set of required droop curves generated locally, for source 1 and source 2 are shown in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 respectively. In both these figures it is seen that the red line indicates the 60 Hz points of operation which correspond to the economic dispatch schedule.
This serves to establish a base line where current grid functionality can be realized in an equivalent if not better manner in most cases. This is achieved with lower reliance on continuous communication and co-ordination mechanisms. The approach proposed here for regulated market structures is one that also builds an autonomous structure for frequency regulation that allows fast acting sources like natural gas plants, flywheels and battery storage systems to participate without any coordination mechanisms.
By incorporating economics directly into the operational paradigm, a more integrated real-time structure for ensuring economic and correct operation can be realized. In addition to this, it helps bridge the inefficiencies arising from varying update rates between the economic and operation layer of the grid seen in Fig. 1 . A variety of studies are conducted to showcase the value of the proposed approach in both regulated and unregulated environments. Details about the test system that will be used to demonstrate the viability are provided in the next section along with all the modelling techniques used.
VII. TEST SYSTEM AND LOAD MODELLING
The test system created here is designed to emulate a microgrid or mini-grid with two sources. A scaled down version of the same system is implemented in [29] . The two sources have the same cost curves as those shown in Fig. 7 . The test system is modelled as an islanded system as shown in Fig. 20 . In order to simulate the effect of PV, a 5 MW PV farm is modeled at bus 680. The PV farm is placed at the end of the feeder to mimic typical feeders. The profile for the PV curve is illustrated in Fig. 21 . The next subsection will discuss the modelling principles that are used to capture the load and source flexibility in the simulation framework.
A. LOAD MODELLING
The loads are modelled in the form of clusters on the test system shown. In order to make them realistic, load profiles corresponding to industrial, residential and commercial loads are used from [56] . The load profiles are shown in Fig. 22 . The load clusters seen in the test system are constructed using multiples of these load profiles in order to realize the load curve shown in Fig. 22. Fig. 23 shows the load curves generated for each of the clusters. Thus, a realistic load curve is recreated using multiple agents as shown in Fig. 14. In the proposed real-time pricing mechanism, the loads are also exposed to real-time price through the real-time frequency. To simulate demand response and real-time behavior each load cluster is assigned a load elasticity. The next subsection details the implementation to realize this flexibility in demand. The elasticities allow the load clusters to adjust their demand based on real-time price.
B. FLEXIBLE LOAD MODELS
In order to realize elasticity, the demand is modelled in a specific fashion. A simple modeling principle proposed in [57] is used to allow real-time elasticity. A brief summary of the approach is presented here. Price elasticity is the change in load resulting from a change in price. Thus, if D stands for demand, α is a constant relating the reference price for the preferred consumption and ε is the consumer's price elasticity, the formulation to express the demand elasticity is shown in (3) . Fig. 24 shows the general nature of the demand elasticity obtained using (3) . Thus, at the expected price the equation results in the expected demand. However, the demand changes with respect to the real-time price. The equation also suggests that a consumer with zero price elasticity will consume power irrespective of the price, while a consumer with an elasticity of −1, will be extremely responsive to price dynamics. Table 1 shows the elasticities that have been assigned to load clusters in the modelled test system in accordance with those seen in [57] .
The next section covers some simulation studies that were conducted to study the value streams that can be realized in urban environments as well as rural microgrids.
VIII. FEASIBILITY OF PROPOSED PRICING STRUCTURE IN RURAL AND URBAN MARKETS
The price-frequency approach facilitates an autonomous and decentralized marketplace while ensuring that the market is cleared on an instantaneously. However, the complexity of the market structures is largely determined by environment they are setup in. The next subsections will discuss the challenges with operation and control of grid structures in rural communities and urban developed markets. The scalability of the proposed paradigm into both these settings will then be discussed. The paradigm shows the value of decentralized control architectures in both settings.
A. ENERGY ACCESS IN PV DOMINANT MICROGRIDS
Rural communities, where energy access is a high priority, have entirely different sets of challenges. The geographically dispersed nature of loads and limited spending power pose significant challenges to providing grid access. Reliance on cheap PV dominant resource mixes is already prevalent in such markets [58] . The resultant volatility and unpredictability of available capacity ensures that the key to operating these structures is managing operations in resource constrained and resource rich situations. In such situations, it is desirable to use real-time pricing to provide all involved agents with information about the resource mix and availability at any given time. In contrast to existing markets where lower reliance on high speed communications is desired for resiliency improvement, emerging markets would require the same attribute to drive down infrastructure costs associated with communication equipment.
The authors have elaborated the simulation framework and modelling principles in a previous publication [29] to show that by leveraging demand and source elasticity, community microgrids could operate smoothly despite huge variations in available capacity. Fig. 25 shows the same on a scaled down version of the system shown in Fig. 20 . The simulation case shows how demand flexibility can be leveraged to address volatility in emerging market which will be primarily PV based. Fig. 25 (b) shows how cheap PV can be absorbed into the system through real-time pricing. Fig. 25 (c) shows the demand response that can be leveraged when the PV output drops as shown in Fig. 25 (a) . This also addresses how PV rich communities set up in rural regions could operate while incurring extremely low set up costs. The approach ensures that grid structures can grow organically and incrementally over periods of time while generating business incentives. This is done by creating a local marketplace while keeping the cost of infrastructure low and allowing all involved agents the ability to form the grid collectively. The approach also indicates that the proposed architecture is completely scalable to small microgrids as well as larger islanded systems.
B. INTEGRATED AUTONOMOUS FREQUENCY REGULATION IN REAL-TIME FOR URBAN MARKETS
For existing traditional grid structures, where the communication and electricity market infrastructure are already setup, different operational characteristics are required. Lower visibility into distribution networks and lack of visibility into price dynamics are major concerns. Moreover, with a large number of loads and sources, the process of retrieving the grid state from sensors, recalculating prices and sending them to every node becomes challenging. This is not just due to the co-ordination and computation speeds required but also due to the bandwidth and speed required from communication systems. Thus, even though slow corrections to system deviations are already in place, a real-time overlay can be incorporated in the form of the modified price-frequency curve shown in Fig. 13 . The regulating body possesses an estimate of the load variation, a dispatch procedure and a nominal price set to recover the revenue at least 24 hours ahead of real-time operation.
However, the load projections are often not realized in realtime. In terms of droop control, the droops usually share power in proportion to capacity when the load exceeds the dispatch points. Thus, conventional droop is simply designed to ensure that the transient power is supplied while relying on updated dispatch points to ensure economic operation. In the event that the Rate of change of frequency (ROCOF) is extremely high or the ramp rates required cannot be satisfied by the sources, the ancillary frequency regulation market structure is engaged to handle the transient.
It is apparent that waiting for updated dispatch points is not the most economical way to share power. Moreover, if the sources naturally moved to the optimal dispatch point, the dependence on the ancillary market to cover for the update time is reduced. This can be solved quite simply by designing better local droops. Using the modified price-frequency curve and the predetermined dispatch points the droop characteristics required for economic operation can be realized immediately. By factoring in the ramp rate limitations every source can design droop laws that achieve economic operation while maintaining ramp rate limitations without any communication or coordination with other sources.
A test scenario to showcase the distributed droop paradigm is shown here. For the purpose of this simulation the two dispatch points at hour 6 and 7 are considered. These dispatch points will have droop curves corresponding to these load intervals in Fig. 18 and 19 . The simulation shows the loading level varying in each of these intervals. The performance with a standard 5% droop characteristic is compared here. A deviation from the economic operating point is created here. Fig. 26 shows the performance at these two points with the nonlinear droop curve. Fig. 27 shows the power drawn from each of the sources with a standard uniform droop curve. It is seen that the sources share power in the most economic fashion for these intervals using the modified droop curves. In addition to this, all agents across the system get real-time price signals allowing them to control demand. Thus, autonomous demand response is enabled without synchronous communication with all involved parties. Furthermore, in the 'prosumer' paradigm this offers arbitrage opportunities. The availability of real-time price also serves to integrate the frequency regulation market into this scheme without the need for an alternative market structure. On the same test system, the response for a storage-based participant is highlighted in a test case. The system operates on the set of nonlinear droop curves shown in Fig. 18 and 19 . The dispatch points are followed while treating PV as a disturbance operating on MPPT. Due to deviations from the dispatch points the frequency will be higher in the intervals close to solar noon. Further a random variation of up to +/ − 10% in the loads is imposed to add more volatility. The frequency deviations are shown in Fig. 28 . In developed grids, these deviations are arrested using the frequency regulation market structures. The proposed decentralized pricing structure enables an autonomous frequency regulation mechanism where every player reacts to frequency deviations in real-time. A storage entity is modelled into the system to react to the frequency deviations. The droop curve observed by the storage entity is based on the expected price and the charge and discharge limits. Thus, in real-time the battery will absorb energy within limits when the price is low and sell when it is expensive. The battery system presented here can dispatch up to 4 MW of energy. This kind of droop is quite commonly seen in batteries participating in the frequency regulation market [59] . Two droops curves are followed by the storage entity corresponding to intervals with PV penetration and intervals without. Fig. 29 shows the droop characteristic. The charge and discharge profile for the battery is seen in Fig. 30. Fig. 31 shows the frequency deviation and how it can be minimized using this integrated autonomous frequency regulation market.
The value of the decentralized approach is that all the same market clearing functions can be performed in an autonomous and distributed manner while integrating the ancillary markets and demand response paradigms. All this is done while refraining from using high-speed communications making the system more resilient to communication failures. Moreover, the volatility introduced by PV is absorbed by storage participants without the need for extensive co-ordination. The sources ensure economic operation without continuous corrective AGC signals while remaining within acceptable frequency bands. Thus, the approach improves the existing market paradigms significantly. 
IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Real-time pricing promises to be a viable solution to deal with volatility and variability as PV penetration in the grid keeps increasing at unprecedented rates. The bottlenecks associated with communication and computation infrastructure already in place, as well as the disconnect between the physical operation and economics have ensured that real-time pricing has not been fully realized yet. It is apparent that real-time pricing schemes will be vital as more and more consumers transition to the prosumer paradigm.
Reliance on continuous and synchronous communications for operation also compromises the resiliency of the system as a whole. Moreover, setting up communication infrastructure in places where the grid is yet to be built is already expensive and challenging. Thus, decentralized real-time pricing mechanisms are a requirement in both urban environments as well as in emerging markets. The proposed frequency dependent real-time pricing scheme achieves the same in a completely decentralized and autonomous fashion.
The real-time pricing mechanism proposed in this paper relies on one global rule while allowing local entities to change their control principles based on personal objectives and on ensuring that the grid operates as an ecosystem of UMNs. Rather than designing an architecture that focuses on generation following loads, the architecture implements demand response, autonomous economic dispatch and frequency regulation into one common and integrated control structure which ensures that loads and sources can interact better. All this is achieved without any peer-to-peer communication or any communication with centralized supervisory control schemes.
A completely decentralized operational and market architecture is thus achieved. Market efficiency is maintained while keeping pricing completely transparent. The computation and control are offloaded to the edge nodes (UMNs), reducing computational burdens on the ISO and operating entity. The proposed structure implements the grid as an ecosystem with varying preferences while relying on supplydemand market equilibrium to stabilize the system. The approach scales well to accommodate existing dispatch procedures in today's market structures such as AGC. A better frequency regulation scheme is realized using the nonlinear droops as well as giving fast global signals to fast acting storage entities, which is critical as the inertia of the system declines with DERs. The approach also generates viable business models for prosumers and other agents that incentivizes organic growth in the resource mix through pricing signals. The availability of real-time price dynamics, creates business models for concepts like community storage as seen in numerous European markets [60].
One of the key parameters to operating this paradigm in an efficient fashion is the price-frequency characteristic. The optimal operating principle would be one that captures the source and demand elasticity seen over varying time horizons and incorporates the same into the price-frequency mapping.
Future work would involve elaborate sensitivity studies that optimize the mapping based on consumer elasticity, resource mix and available inertia. The other key concern is congestion management on elaborate meshed systems. The approach demonstrated in this paper works well on radial distribution feeders seen in neighborhood communities or microgrids. However, the price-frequency component does not capture congestion on meshed grids. Decentralized power flow control approaches like Modular Controllable Transformers are being investigated to provide congestion relief [61] , [62] . These solutions can be deployed at strategic locations, where congestion is likely. The placement of these devices and their control architecture in this real-time pricing paradigm is part of the future work. Finally, the regulatory framework and market rules need to be defined for this new architecture as well.
The paper presents a novel concept to achieve decentralized controls through pricing economics. The approach is entirely agnostic to system size, topology or grid connectivity making it extremely fractal and highly resilient. The approach also enables construction of rudimentary grids based on volatile sources at low costs while using real-time price to reflect resource availability.
